The ongoing fight against disease -

smallpox

Some diseases struck fear into people’s hearts through generations of record keeping. Small pox was one,
described as the most infectious disease known, and seemingly increasing in virulence from the mid-17th
century. In the later part of the next century, inoculation began to be administered to the affluent and
educated but it took time for this to achieve wide acceptance. The archives here capture all aspects of the
people’s experience of smallpox in Cumbria.

Smallpox deaths, 1836,
in Kendal Workhouse
register of deaths
Ref. WCW 30

Letter (below) to Gibson family of Stainton near
Kendal referring to differing experiences of
smallpox. One member of family from Surrey
being blinded for five days, left with a weakness
in the eyes and ‘was tolerably well peppered with it
having (what the workmen sometimes jocularly term
it) got a stamped receipt for it’ whilst a member of
the Stainton branch of the family was
congratulated on having had it so slightly and it
was hoped that ‘you will feel all the better for
having had it’.

Deaths recorded in Whitehaven Holy Trinity Church records (right). Inoculation was available: local
diarist John Bragg recorded that, on 7 July 1780, ‘our grandsons George & John Bragg were Enoculated
for the small Pox….by John Hamilton Surgeon’.
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One of the deadliest diseases known, it is also the only disease to have been eradicated by vaccination. It was
spread by person-to-person contact, with an incubation period of 10 to 14 days. In 1853 compulsory
smallpox vaccination was introduced in England, and health authorities fought hard to isolate sufferers and
halt its spread. By 1914, the incidence in most industrialised countries had decreased to comparatively low
levels until the last known cases in 1978.

Annual report 1902 telling of the first
cases of new outbreak of smallpox in
Westmorland, one of which was the
driver of the ambulance which took the
first case to hospital.
Ref. WDCDMOH Report of Dec 1902

In an attempt to contain the smallpox outbreak,
representatives of Kendal Corporation, RDC and Board of
Guardians held an emergency conference on 8 February 1902.

Woodside Farm , New Hutton

Their minute book (below) records the decision to set up a
temporary isolation hospital at Woodside Farm House and
buildings, New Hutton ‘in consequence of a case of smallpox
having been imported’. All patients to be received free of
charge including medical attendance and medicine.
[1st minute book 1902 -1 1911]
Ref. WSMBK Box 60

From a minute record of 1924 (probably
Kendal Corporation minute) pasted into
Smallpox Hospital minute book, we learn of
plans to convert a horse drawn ambulance to
motor ambulance (using a Ford ton chassis).
This was to be used primarily for removing
smallpox cases but also other infectious cases
where appropriate.
Ref. WSMBK (A417)
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